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Abstract - Brain maturation in adolescence is mirrored by the EEG as
a pronounced decrease in low frequency activity. This EEG power attenu-
ation parallels reductions of structural and metabolic markers of neuronal
maturation (i.e., gray matter loss and decrease of absolute cerebral glucose
utilization). However, it is largely unknown what causes these electrophys-
iological changes, and how this functional reorganization relates to other
functional measures such as the fMRI BOLD signal. In this study, we used
simultaneously recorded EEG and fMRI to localize hemodynamic correlates
of fluctuating EEG oscillations and to study the development of this EEG–
BOLD coupling. Furthermore, the maturational EEG power attenuation was
directly compared to BOLD signal power maturation. Both analyses were
novel in their developmental perspective and aimed at providing a functional
lead to EEG maturation. Data from 19 children, 18 adolescents and 18 young
adults were acquired in 10 min eyes-open/eyes-closed resting states. Our
results revealed that both EEG and BOLD amplitudes strongly decrease be-
tween childhood and adulthood, but their functional coupling remains largely
unchanged. The global reduction of absolute amplitude of spontaneous slow
BOLD signal fluctuation is a novel marker for brain maturation, and paral-
lels the globally decreasing trajectories of EEG amplitudes, gray matter and
glucose metabolism during adolescence. Further, the absence of thalamocor-
tical EEG–BOLD coupling in children together with age-related normalized
thalamic BOLD power increase indicated maturational changes in brain state
regulation.
Introduction
Human brain maturation is mirrored by changes in the resting electroencephalogram
(EEG). The EEG power decreases between late childhood and early adulthood as a curvi-
linear function of age, most prominently in low frequencies which have been documented
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extensively for over 60 years (Boord et al., 2007; Dustman et al., 1999; Eeg-Olofsson, 1970;
Gasser et al., 1988; Gibbs and Knott, 1949; Matousek and Petersen, 1973; Matsuura et
al., 1985; Somsen et al., 1997) and have been related to cognitive maturation (Case, 1992;
John et al., 1980; Thatcher, 1994; Wackermann and Matousek, 1998). The maturational
power decrease is a global phenomenon (Whitford et al., 2007); typically affecting all
scalp sites, although its effect in additional topographical features has been noted (Gasser
et al., 1988).
Oscillatory activity in the EEG at rest (i.e. in the absence of task or stimulation)
demonstrates that the brain is far from resting. The enormous intrinsic energy con-
sumption exceeds by far the additional costs associated with momentary demands of the
environment (which may be as little as 0.5 to 1.0 % of the total energy budget) (Raichle,
2006). EEG oscillations arise from synchronized mass activity of mainly cortical neuron
populations. Resting state EEG oscillations are typically subdivided into different bands
such as low frequencies delta (1 - 4 Hz) and theta (4 - 8 Hz) and higher frequencies
alpha (8 - 12 Hz) and beta (13 - 30 Hz). In general, increased low frequency power is
a typical phenomenon in lower arousal functional states such as sleep (Cajochen et al.,
2002; Campbell and Feinberg, 2009), neuropathology (Llinas et al., 2005; Llinas et al.,
1999) or sedation (John et al., 2001). During resting states, the oscillatory compound
reflects changes in brain states as indicated by shifts in arousal and alertness (Klimesch,
1999).
It is largely unknown which neuronal process guides the partly low-frequency-specific
decrease in the EEG. Despite evidence that synchronized postsynaptic mass activity
of aligned cortical neurons is the main source of the EEG, and that inhibitory activity
and different cell types may contribute to higher frequencies, the exact generation and
functional mechanisms of EEG oscillations are not fully understood (Brandeis et al.,
2009). EEG changes, therefore, have been related to other neuronal measures. Brain
development roughly shows a linear increase in global white matter volumes and an
inverted U-shaped developmental trajectory for global gray matter structures, with peak
volumes occurring in late childhood or early adolescence (Giedd et al., 1999; Gogtay and
Thompson, 2010). Gray matter loss is a global phenomenon with lower order cortices
maturing prior to higher order cortices (Gogtay et al., 2004). State independent, general
mechanisms are also implicated by the fact that global EEG power decrease parallels
maturational trajectories in sleep (Buchmann et al., 2011) and awake resting state
(Whitford et al., 2007). Gray matter decrease reflects synaptic pruning (Bourgeois and
Rakic, 1993; Huttenlocher, 1979), which presumably eliminates redundant connections
and may be disrupted in adolescent psychiatric diseases (Paus et al., 2008). Physiologically,
synaptic density may affect EEG power, as synaptic density reflects the connectivity
and size of neuron populations from which EEG power partly derives (Boord et al.,
2007; Feinberg and Campbell, 2010). Synaptic density also affects glucose metabolism,
as the major portion of glucose maintains resting potentials (Chugani, 1998). Hence,
absolute metabolic rates were found to parallel gray matter maturation in terms of
cortical glucose uptake (Chugani, 1998; Chugani et al., 1987) and cerebral hemodynamic
perfusion (Biagi et al., 2007), even though some maturational changes remain evident
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after controlling statistically for gray matter density (Taki et al., 2011). The common
global maturational decrease in electrical activity, neuronal density and metabolic energy
budget has been highlighted (Boord et al., 2007; Feinberg and Campbell, 2010; Feinberg
et al., 1990) referring to a general neuroregressive phenomenon (Chugani, 1998; Cowan
et al., 1984). Metabolism is more closely related to the EEG in that it reflects brain
function rather than structure. A close functional relation has also been demonstrated
between electrophysiology and fMRI (Logothetis et al., 2001). Although BOLD-fMRI
(blood-oxygen-level-dependency functional magnetic resonance imaging) has come to
dominate human functional neuroscience, there is no study assessing the maturation
of the relationship between EEG amplitudes and BOLD signals (neither in terms of
the covariation of the fluctuating signals nor in quantitative terms of absolute signal
amplitudes).
The fMRI BOLD signal is a slow hemodynamic correlate of activation that increases
where neuronal activity increases (Logothetis et al., 2001; Niessing et al., 2005; Nir
et al., 2007). Conventional fMRI studies report both increases as well as decreases in
local BOLD activity as maturational correlate of cognitive functions (Blakemore and
Choudhury, 2006), depending on the specific task, brain region and developmental phase.
A general developmental trend “from diffuse to focal” may better account for the findings
(Blakemore and Choudhury, 2006; Brown et al., 2006; Dick et al., 2006; Durston et
al., 2006). Still, the maturational interpretation of increasing or decreasing activity or
spatially diverse activity patterns is limited by confounding factors such as cognitive
effort, experience or strategy (Casey et al., 2005). More recent fMRI research has
focused on resting state brain activity in terms of functional connectivity (Biswal et al.,
1995; Friston, 2002) between brain regions. This research approach has revealed resting
state networks (RSNs) which are based on the spontaneously yet coherently fluctuating
BOLD signal, and which are interpreted on the functional connotation of the anatomical
structures that constitute the RSNs (Damoiseaux et al., 2006). In terms of development,
the RSNs in awake children were found to be established as early as the age of 7 - 9
years (Fair et al., 2009; Supekar et al., 2009). After this age, maturational changes
were described as more subtle fine tuning of within- and between-network connectivity
(Dosenbach et al., 2010; Fair et al., 2009; Fair et al., 2007; Jolles et al., 2011; Supekar et
al., 2009).
Large-scale networks of coherently fluctuating BOLD signals, of which now up to ten
have been consistently identified (Damoiseaux et al., 2006; Deco et al., 2011), were first
observed during passive rest but their activity continues during cognitive engagement
(e.g. task or stimulation) with a high topographical correspondence (Calhoun et al.,
2008; Mennes et al., 2010; Smith et al., 2009; Thomason et al., 2008). On an arousal
continuum, rest can be seen as an intermittent state between sleep and attention, which
itself transiently fluctuates subtly along the arousal scale. Both EEG and fMRI reflect
arousal-related features of resting brain state regulation. In the EEG, the sensitivity is
reflected by the oscillatory composition (Olbrich et al., 2009; Sadaghiani et al., 2010).
Resting state fMRI features two major (and antagonistic) RSNs, the default mode
network (DMN) (Raichle et al., 2001; Raichle and Snyder, 2007) and the attention
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network (ATN) (Fox et al., 2005) the activity of which reflects shifts along the arousal
scale as their engagement relates to rest or attentional task activity. The physiological
mechanism that regulates vigilance/arousal/alertness states is associated with thalamic
activity and thalamocortical circuitry (Llinas et al., 1998; McCormick and Bal, 1997;
Steriade et al., 1993). Evidence for human thalamocortical activity during rest has
been obtained noninvasively by simultaneous recording of EEG and fMRI. These studies
revealed that activity in the alpha range ( 10 Hz) is accompanied by BOLD activity in a
thalamocortical network (TCN) with thalamus positively correlated and sensory areas
negatively correlated (de Munck et al., 2007; Difrancesco et al., 2008; Feige et al., 2005;
Goldman et al., 2002; Lu¨chinger et al., 2011; Moosmann et al., 2003; Tyvaert et al., 2008).
Such functional coupling is typically based on temporal correlation of frequency-specific
EEG power fluctuations (convolved with the slow hemodynamic response function) with
the co-registered regional BOLD signal in eyes-closed resting state. Functional coupling
of EEG oscillations in different frequencies was also found in regions comprising the DMN
(Lu¨chinger et al., 2011; Scheeringa et al., 2008) and the ATN (Laufs et al., 2006; Laufs
et al., 2003; Lu¨chinger et al., 2011). Both resting with eyes-open (EO) or eyes-closed
(EC) refer to passive baseline activity (Gusnard and Raichle, 2001). EO condition
increases arousal more than EC condition (Barry et al., 2009; Barry et al., 2007) inducing
an arousal gradient that allows for differentiation between state-dependent and state-
independent effects. As simultaneous recording of EEG and fMRI allows for localizing
functional correlates of EEG oscillations, it adds to the understanding of resting state
brain function and may even reveal a functional correlate of EEG maturation. Apart
from our own recent study on late maturation, EEG–fMRI correlates have not been
studied from a developmental perspective. We hypothesize that the EEG–BOLD signal
couplings differ between children and adults as a result of the drastic power decrease in
the EEG.
We further compare for the first time EEG maturation to BOLD signal maturation in
terms of absolute amplitudes. This appears to be the most logical and direct approach in
terms of equivalent measures. In contrast to EEG–BOLD signal correlations, which only
consider normalized fluctuations of activity, spectral power provides an absolute measure
of activity. The spectral range of the spontaneously fluctuating BOLD signal that is
associated with neuronal activity is about 0.01 to 0.1 Hz (Biswal et al., 1995; Cordes et
al., 2001), corresponding to the activity range of RSNs (Fox and Raichle, 2007). In resting
state fMRI, the spectral power has recently attracted a great deal of interest (e.g. Baria et
al., 2011; Biswal et al., 2010; Duff et al., 2008; Horovitz et al., 2008; Yang et al., 2007; Zuo
et al., 2010). While the BOLD signal power is usually normalized to reduce inter-subject
variability, here we used absolute power to detect possible decreases in activity relating
to development. We also used absolute power for an equivalent contrast to EEG power
(relative power was examined in a subsidiary analysis). To our knowledge, maturation
of BOLD amplitude has not been investigated yet. Despite the lack of literature, we
anticipate a power decrease from childhood to adulthood. We base this expectation on
the aforementioned decreasing neurodevelopmental trend that is common to structural
and functional measures which likely relate to the BOLD signal.
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In this study we thus examined EEG power and fMRI BOLD signal fluctuations for
their functional coupling (i.e., temporal correlation), and compared their absolute signal
amplitudes (i.e., spectral power). Both approaches are novel in the developmental context
and aimed to capture markers of normal healthy brain development. We investigated
the major EEG frequency bands and both resting states (EO/EC), as they proved to
be important factors in EEG–BOLD signal correlations (Lu¨chinger et al., 2011), and
allows to distinguish between state-dependent and state-independent developmental
mechanisms.
Methods
Patricipants
We used the same groups of adults and adolescents as described in our previous report
(Lu¨chinger et al., 2011) and additionally recruited a group of children. The original
sample sizes used for analysis were reduced due to technical issues during scanning (3
adults, 2 adolescents), excessive head motion (> 3 mm, 1 adolescent) and unsuccessful
artifact rejection (1 child), resulting in 18 adults (mean age 25.3 ± 3.8 years, 8 males),
18 adolescents (mean age 15.9 ± 1.1 years, 8 males) and 19 children (mean age 10.6 ±
1.3 years, 8 males). The age statistics deviate slightly from the earlier publication due
to more precise age calculation (monthly vs. years). All participants were right-hand
dominant (Oldfield, 1971), had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, met the MRI safety
standards and were healthy with no history of neurological or psychiatric disease. They
were not taking drugs or medication currently, and they were asked to refrain from
caffeine and nicotine consumption during the day of scanning. All participants, as well
as the children’s parents, gave written, informed consent prior to the investigation. The
study was approved by the local ethics committee and was conducted in accordance with
the guidelines determined in the Helsinki Declaration.
Procedure and recordings
The procedure, devices and data recording followed our published protocol (Lu¨chinger,
Michels et al. 2011), and consisted of 10 min resting state simultaneous EEG–fMRI
recording with alternating EO/EC blocks of 2.5 min. In contrast to the previous report,
only the 10 min first session was analyzed in this study because not all children completed
the 2nd session following our extended measurement protocol (up to this session, protocols
were identical among the groups).
EEG analysis
EEG preprocessing and analysis were done using BrainVision Analyzer 1.05 (BrainProd-
ucts, Gilching, Germany). Gradient artifacts were removed by average artifact subtraction
(Allen et al., 2000; Allen et al., 1998), lowpass-filtered at 70 Hz cutoff and downsampled
from 5 kHz to 500 Hz. The ballistocardiogram artifact was attenuated using a very
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similar subtraction method with artifact windows aligned on QRS complexes detected in
ECG traces (Allen et al., 2000; Allen et al., 1998), using maximal covariance method,
templates based on 10 consecutive pulse intervals, and individually estimated time delay
for subtraction based on global field power (GFP) distribution (CBC Parameters, Version
1.1).
EEG was digitally bandpass-filtered (0.5 - 70 Hz, 24 dB/oct and 50 Hz Notch) and
further downsampled to 256 Hz. Using ICA decomposition (Delorme and Makeig, 2004)
with selective back projection, eye blinks (Jung et al., 2000) and residual gradient
and ballistocardiogram artefacts were eliminated. The residual MR-gradient artefacts
components were identified by their spectral peaks and their non-physiological topography
(sharp asymmetry along the sagittal midline; scanner and cabling dependent). Residual
ballistocardiac artefacts components were also identified by their characteristic topography
(Debener et al., 2008). The same criteria were used for all age groups. Children and
adolescents did not differ regarding residual EEG artefacts as judged by the total number
of ICA components rejected (25.6 ± 6.45 versus 27.7 ± 8.1 out of 62), but fewer ICA
components were rejected in adults (17.9 ± 3.0, p < 0.01 for both comparisons). The
residual slice artefact at 18 Hz was suppressed by a narrow band rejection filter ± 0.5 Hz
(Sadaghiani et al., 2010). All channels were then transformed to the average reference
(Lehmann and Skrandies, 1980) and segments with remaining artefacts were marked for
later rejection.
EEG power fluctuation. First, the EEG data set of each participant was parsed into
EO and EC conditions. The conditions’ onsets were defined individually by the exact
time of opening and closing the eyes, as indicated by ICA component activation trace. For
each volume acquisition (duration of 1.815 s), the absolute spectral power was calculated
on each channel by a Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) (Hanning window: 10 %, zero
padded, 0.5 Hz resolution). Global spectral power (GSP) (Jann et al., 2009; Michels
et al., 2010) was calculated for each FFT-transformed epoch as the root mean square
across all channels. Hence, GSP is a measure of the total oscillatory activity over the
scalp. The mean spectral band value was calculated for six common frequency bands
comprising of delta (1 - 3 Hz), theta (4 - 7.5 Hz), alpha1 (8 - 9.5 Hz), alpha2 (10 - 13
Hz), beta1 (14 - 19 Hz) and beta2 (20 - 30 Hz) and the scan-to-scan fluctuation was
used for correlation analysis with fMRI data after linear interpolation of epochs priorly
marked as artifacts.
EEG mean power. Based on these steps, EEG amplitude was calculated as the mean of
each FFT transformed epoch while epochs beforehand marked as artifacts were omitted.
Group mean GSP was calculated for each condition and frequency band separately.
Two-sample t-tests were used to calculate group differences (considered significant at p
< 0.05, one-tailed, uncorrected for multiple comparisons). In addition, electrode-wise
calculations allowed mapping power to illustrate its scalp topography. Group mean
power maps as well as t-maps for group differences were calculated. A t-value of > 3.144
corresponds to p < 0.05 for one-sided group differences (Bonferroni corrected for 60
multiple tests within a map).
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Fig. 2.1 EEG band power results. A: EEG topography and topographical group differences of EO and EC
resting states. Group means are shown with color scaling. The spectrum follows a power law (compare B)
necessitating a different scaling for beta1 and beta2. Contour lines indicate a step of 0.5 µV2 and are based on
triangulation and linear interpolations of the sixty scalp electrodes. Group differences are shown as t-maps with
red (positive) to blue (negative) scaling. All t-maps range from 7 to -7 whereas all differences are calculated as
‘younger group - older group’. Contour lines represent a step of ±1 t-value. A t-value of >= 3.144 corresponds
to p < 0.05 for one-sided group difference, Bonferroni corrected for 60 multiple tests within a map. The top of
the maps is anterior. B: The global spectral power (GSP) separated by group, condition and frequency. The
bars represent mean power values in µV2 and error bars reflect the standard error mean. The brackets indicate
significant group differences (two-sample t-test, p < 0.05, one-tailed, uncorrected for multiple comparisons).
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EEG–BOLD signal correlation
FMRI data preprocessing and analysis were done using SPM8 (Wellcome Department
of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK). The images were realigned to the first scan by
affine transformation and normalized into MNI standard space. They were resampled
to 3 mm cubic voxels and spatially smoothed with 8 mm FWHM Gaussian kernel. The
six head motion parameters together with mean white matter and cerebrospinal fluid
signals were later used as nuisance covariates. Located by thresholded SPM8 template
(> 70 %), cerebrospinal fluid was extracted from 5 mm spheres within ventricles [0, 11, 9;
0, -40, -2] (xyz MNI-coordinates) and white matter from anterior and posterior corpus
callosum [0, -38, 13; 0, 26, 2].
EEG–BOLD signal correlations were calculated voxel-wise, using the SPM8 general
linear model (GLM) approach. Each of the depicted frequency bands was analyzed in
a separate model. The model consisted of two boxcar functions modeling EO and EC
conditions which were parametrically modulated by the aforementioned GSP fluctuations.
The opening and closing of the eyes introduce transition-specific motor and visual
activity. This was seen here as confounding both EEG and fMRI resting-state signals,
and was modeled in two additional regressors in an event-related manner. The standard
hemodynamic response function was used to convolve the model regressors. A first-
order autoregressive model accounted for serial correlations and a 128 s highpass filter
eliminated very slow drifts. The model always contained the nuisance variables. The
model was run for each participant, and the contrast image of the GSP regressor was
written for subsequent group statistics.
A 3 x 2 x 6 full factorial design (Analysis of Variance, ANOVA) was used for random
effects analysis, with factor group (adults, adolescents, and children), factor condition
(EO, EC) and factor frequency (delta, theta, alpha1, alpha2, beta1, beta2). Post-hoc
t-tests were calculated separately for groups, conditions and frequencies in both positive
and negative directions. Group differences were calculated as simple contrasts between all
three groups in both directions (younger > < older). All group differences were inclusively
masked by the corresponding group mean correlation patterns of the groups involved in
the contrast. This allowed constraining group differences only in regions with significant
correlations in any of the two group means involved in a group contrast. However, all
group differences were also calculated without masking. The group differences are sensitive
to different kinds of maturation effects such as linear or non-linear trajectories (including
(inverted) U-shaped trajectories peaking in adolescence). A 2 x 6 full factorial design
with factor condition and frequency and the participant’s age (monthly) as covariate
was calculated to estimate more general, maturation independent EEG–BOLD signal
correlation patterns.
In a second analysis (Lu¨chinger et al., 2011), all six GSP frequency bands were included
simultaneously in one common GLM at the subject level. Such a model provides partial
correlations and was also used to alternatively test the frequency specificity in the EEG–
BOLD signal correlations. The partial correlation patterns resulting from the common
GLM were analyzed identically to the main analysis on the group level with a group x
condition x frequency ANOVA as well as a condition x frequency ANCOVA with age as
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Fig. 2.2 ANOVA main effects and interactions of the EEG-BOLD correlation images resulting from the 3
groups by 2 conditions by 6 frequencies full factorial model. F-values are shown as maximum intensity projection
in ‘glassbrains’ (saggital, coronal and axial views). Statistical height threshold was set to p < 0.001, corrected
by extent threshold k = 25 voxels. To highlight topographical specificity, selected results were overplayed on
SPM anatomical templates and labeled accordingly (a - e). Main effects of condition (b) and frequency (c) were
thresholded at p < 0.05, FWE corrected, k = 25.
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covariate. Results were considered significant at height threshold p < 0.001, corrected for
multiple comparison by extent threshold of minimal cluster size of k = 25 voxels (Forman
et al., 1995). The voxel extent threshold was calculated with Monte Carlo simulation
(Slotnick et al., 2003).
BOLD signal spectral power analysis
BOLD signal spectral power was calculated on the same preprocessed images as used for
EEG–BOLD signal correlation using REST toolbox V1.3 (http://restfmri.net). Prior to
analysis, the six motion parameters were residualized from the images. REST calculates
spectral power as ALFF (amplitude of low frequency fluctuation) (Yang et al., 2007; Zang
et al., 2007). ALFF is the band average of the square-rooted FFT (taper percent = 0,
FFT length = shortest). After removal of the linear trend, ALFF was calculated for the
frequency range of 0.01 - 0.08 Hz for each participant separately for each condition. The
BOLD spectral power is usually normalized spatially or even spectrally to reduce inter-
subject variance. In order to coherently compare the maturing (absolute) EEG amplitudes
to absolute amplitudes in the BOLD signal, the raw, non-normalized ALFF was used.
However, the spatially normalized ALFF (mALFF = ALFF – mean(ALFF)) is more
sensitive to regional differences, and was therefore calculated as well.
Group mean BOLD signal power was calculated for EO and EC conditions separately.
Group differences were calculated condition-wise as two sample t-tests in both directions
(younger <> older). The statistical threshold was set identically to the EEG–BOLD
signal correlation analysis.
Results
EEG results
All groups’ mean power maps revealed the typical resting state feature of pronounced
posterior alpha power during EC (Fig. 2.1A) peaking around 10 Hz (Fig. 2.1B). Delta,
theta and alpha1 showed a local power increase over middle frontal regions. The band-
specific EEG topography appeared similar across groups. The t-maps confirmed the
extensive, rather global topography of the power reduction with age, but also indicated
a centrally maximal reduction for theta- and a fronto-centrally maximal reduction
for delta and beta. This power reduction was most apparent in low frequencies and
between children and adults, but extended to higher (beta) bands and was evident among
adolescents and adults as well. GSP is a single global measure of frequency-specific EEG
activity and was calculated to measure EEG–BOLD signal correlation. GSP profiles
yielded the typical resting state’s spectral profile (Fig. 2.1B). The t-tests confirmed
significant GSP reduction between children and the two older groups for all frequency
bands except for alpha2. The GSP reduction was significant between adolescents and
adults in the delta band and approached significance in the theta band. Hence, GSP
closely mirrored the maturational power decrease and together with the rather global
topography of the EEG power decrease, GSP is an appropriate measure of EEG brain
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maturation.
EEG–BOLD signal correlation results
The ANOVA main effects revealed that the EEG–BOLD signal correlations differed
significantly among groups, conditions and frequencies (Fig. 2.2). Groups differed in one
cluster in the occipital cortex. Conditions mainly differed along pre- and postcentral gyri
and bilaterally in the hippocampus. Frequency effects were strongest in the occipital
cortex, extending along dorsal and ventral streams, in pre- and postcentral gyri and
in the lateral frontal cortex. Interactions were most apparent between condition and
frequency. These results, which were also marked by distinct hemisphere symmetry, are
listed in Supplementary Table S1.
EEG–BOLD signal correlations were subsequently calculated for each factor level
separately (Fig. 2.3A). Overall, negative correlations dominated over positive correlations.
Between groups, the correlations were robust as they reached significance in similar regions
and in the same direction (correlation sign). Despite the weak ANOVA main effect on
the groups, some critical patterns differed particularly between children and the older
groups (adolescents and adults). In particular, children did not show a positive thalamic
correlation in EC higher frequencies (alpha2, beta1, and beta2), not even at a very
low statistical threshold. Across frequencies, differing correlation patterns appeared,
consistent with the prominent frequency’s main effect. Nevertheless, pattern redundancies
between neighboring frequency bands emerged in some cases. The common model analysis
clarified these redundancies (see below). Distinct differences appeared among lower and
higher frequencies. In contrast to higher frequencies, the lower bands contained many
more positive correlations. EO and EC conditions yielded different correlation patterns.
Some portions appeared complementary between the conditions, such as the pre- and
postcentral gyri. This is consistent with the ANOVA main effect of condition yielding
the same structures.
Maturation-independent EEG–BOLD signal correlations were obtained by omitting
the factor group and instead using age as covariate (Fig. 2.4 and Supplementary Table
S3). EO delta power was positively correlated in the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and
the anterior insula. Very similar correlations were found for EC delta but also for EO and
EC theta. The theta band additionally showed widespread positive correlations along
pre- and postcentral gyri and the adjacent superior frontal and superior temporal cortices.
Visual inspection at lower statistical thresholds suggested that both low frequencies in
both conditions share positive correlation to the cinguloopercular network (Dosenbach
et al., 2007; Dosenbach et al., 2006). Negative correlations appeared for EO theta in
the medial prefrontal cortex (MPFC), posterior cingulate cortex (PCC)/precuneus and
bilaterally in inferior/superior lateral parietal cortex, together constituting the DMN,
among other regions. Fractions of the DMN also exhibited negative correlations with EC
theta and EO/EC delta, but these correlations were much less distinct and also involved
other regions such as the middle/superior/inferior frontal gyrus. During EO, all higher
frequencies from alpha1 to beta2 were negatively correlated in similar regions comprising
portions of the occipital, parietal and frontal cortex and the posterior cingulate. This
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pattern was strongest for EO beta1 and overlaps with the ATN, especially in parietal and
frontal areas. The only positive correlations appeared in the hippocampus with alpha1.
During EC, the most salient correlation pattern appeared in the higher frequencies alpha2,
beta1 and beta2. The pattern involved the positively correlated thalamus together with
strong, widespread negative correlations in occipital, temporal, parietal, and frontal lobes.
Although widespread, these negative correlations were limited to cortical regions, and
excluded, for instance, the cingulate cortex, partly inferior parietal cortex, much of the
frontal lobe and most of the sub-lobar regions.
The group differences of the correlation patterns are shown in Fig. 2.3B and listed
in Supplementary Table S2. The most salient group difference was found in EC higher
frequency bands alpha2, beta1 and beta2. Children had less negative correlations in
cortical regions and less positive correlations in the thalamus (compared to adults in
alpha2 and beta1, compared to adolescents in beta1 and beta2). Adolescents apparently
had the strongest negative correlations. Despite this finding, only a few small, isolated or
discontinuous group differences appeared. In order not to miss eventual weak yet more
consistent maturation effects, the results were also inspected at a low statistical threshold
(p < 0.01, k = 0, not shown).
The partial correlation patterns yielded similar overall results. The ANOVA (not
shown) yielded a few more clusters for the main effect of group than the main analysis.
The main effects of condition and frequency, and the condition x frequency interaction
were similar in topography to those observed in the main analysis. Age-independent
partial correlations are displayed in Fig. 2.4C. The negative DMN correlation appeared
to be more specific for theta than for delta. The negative ATN correlation proved more
specific for EO beta1 than for the neighboring bands. The low frequencies remained
similar among conditions. The EC thalamocortical pattern was confirmed to be specific
to all three higher frequency bands. The common model analysis produced more positive
correlations across the group’s mean patterns than the main analysis and overall reached
slightly less statistical power. The group differences (not shown) were even fewer and the
thalamocortical pattern no longer differed significantly. The children’s negative EC theta-
DMN correlation was stronger than in adolescents, but did not differ when compared
to adults. Similar to the main analysis, the sparse group differences thus appeared
isolated and did not reveal a continuous maturational trend for the correlations that
would parallel power decrease in maturational low frequency EEG.
BOLD power results
Absolute BOLD signal power was much higher in gray matter than in white matter or
cerebrospinal fluid. The power intensity projection mirrored the brain’s gray matter
structure (Fig. 2.5A). Topographically, the power distributions were similar across groups
and conditions, but children showed higher power values. This group difference was highly
significant in the direct group contrasts (Fig. 2.5B). In all comparisons, the younger group
always exhibited more BOLD signal power than the older group. The other direction
(older > younger) yielded no significant differences. Between children and the older
groups, the power differences affected almost all brain regions. Between adolescents
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and adults, the more subtle differences yielded a distinct topography with regions in
the medial prefrontal cortex, posterior cingulate/precuneus and inferior parietal cortex.
Compared to EO, these differences were slightly less pronounced.
The normalized power values revealed a very similar topography corresponding to
gray matter anatomy. The group differences were much subtler and demonstrated high
spatial specificity (Fig. 2.5C). Children were characterized consistently by significantly
lower normalized BOLD power in the thalamus compared to both older groups in both
conditions. Similarly, children showed significantly lower normalized power in the medial
prefrontal cortex, posterior cingulate and left inferior parietal cortex compared to both
older groups, especially during EO.
Discussion
General findings
The current study extends our earlier findings on late maturation to a younger age
range including childhood (Lu¨chinger et al., 2011), and introduces a more comprehensive
methodology including BOLD power analysis (matching the EEG analyses) to develop-
mental fMRI work. Additional aspects of EEG–BOLD coupling maturation established
here include generally consistent patterns across age groups but also frequency specific
maturational differences.
Specifically, in comparison to (Lu¨chinger et al., 2011) the current study reveals three
new findings. First, the functional coupling of cortical regions between spontaneous EEG
power fluctuations and the BOLD signal is not only similar between adults and adolescents
but also between school-aged children and older individuals in most frequency bands.
Second, the absence of thalamocortical EEG–BOLD coupling in children, together with
age-related normalized thalamic BOLD power increase, indicates that the EEG–BOLD
coupling is not insensitive to maturation effects per se. Third, the absolute amplitude
of spontaneous slow BOLD signal fluctuation reflects a marker for brain maturation,
parallel to the globally decreasing trajectories of EEG amplitudes, gray matter and
glucose metabolism during adolescence.
Brain development and EEG maturation
The low frequency EEG attenuation has a long tradition as a robust marker for functional
brain maturation. Our data, recorded inside the MR scanner, strikingly confirm these
findings. Strongest in lower frequencies with t-values up to 10 and higher, the power
reduction was similar between EO and EC oscillations. Consistent with other studies
(Boord et al., 2007; Kurth et al., 2010), this effect to a lower degree extended also to higher
frequencies. According to previous publications, we do not believe that the observed EEG
effects are massively influenced by changes of physical properties of the head (e.g., skull
conductance or impedance) which change during early development, as these changes
appear to be less prominent for the present age range (Hoekema et al., 2003). The fact
that our developmental EEG amplitude reductions were frequency specific, and matched
14
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Fig. 2.4 Maturation-independent EEG-BOLD signal correlation results including all 55 participants with age
as the covariate. A: Results from the main analysis (separate models). B: Topographical specificity for a selection
(entitled accordingly) of the separate models results on anatomical template image (MNI-coordinates specified
beneath). C: Maturation-independent partial correlation patterns resulting from the alternative common model
analysis. A - C: T-values are shown as maximum intensity projections simultaneously for both positive (red) and
negative (blue) correlations. An overlay of red and blue colored voxels in a specific perspective results in pink.
Statistical height threshold was set to p < 0.001, corrected by extent threshold k = 25 voxels.
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those found for the same age range with magnetoencephalography, which is insensitive
to these changes in physical skull properties (Ciesielski et al., 2010; Puligheddu et al.,
2005), corroborates their neurodevelopmental nature.
EEG power maturation was not confined to a local topographical component but
indicates changes in diffuse global scalp oscillatory activity as most electrodes were
affected. Thus, GSP reflecting the averaged scalp activity captured EEG maturation well.
GSP demonstrated that children’s activity had more than 4 times higher power values than
those found in adults in delta band (1 - 3.5 Hz) and almost 3 times higher in theta band
(4 - 7.5 Hz) (Fig. 2.1B). The EEG signal is generated by synaptic activity of synchronized,
mainly cortical neuron populations. Although the exact physiological mechanisms of
EEG oscillations are not fully understood, their maturational transformation has been
found to parallel changes in brain structure (Buchmann et al., 2011; Whitford et al.,
2007). The parallel trajectories of EEG amplitudes and gray matter may have a common
physiological background, since synaptic density reflects the connectivity and size of
neuron populations which EEG amplitudes partly depend on (Boord et al., 2007; Feinberg
and Campbell, 2010). In contrast to these former studies, we investigated the relation of
EEG maturation to the functional fMRI-BOLD signal.
EEG–BOLD signal correlations
Resting state EEG and fMRI capture two partly complementary aspects of intrinsic brain
activity. The brain’s intrinsic BOLD activity reveals a spatially segregated functional
architecture consisting of coherent large-scale networks (Raichle, 2006). Our data
demonstrated a robust coupling between the different EEG oscillations and such networks.
Summarized in a maturation-independent analysis we delineated three basic and robust
correlation patterns. All three coupling patterns reflect different states of arousal (DMN,
ATN) or mechanisms of arousal regulation (TCN). Arousal is likely the dominant factor
in spontaneously fluctuating resting state brain activity.
DMN. EO theta was negatively correlated to the DMN, in line with previous findings
(Scheeringa et al., 2008). Positive correlations appeared widespread in and near the
cinguloopercular network (Dosenbach et al., 2007; Dosenbach et al., 2006). This pattern
was similar across both low frequencies in both conditions (as confirmed by inspection
at a lower threshold). The inverse relation of theta and DMN is consistent with their
association to cognition as theta power (Inanaga, 1998) increases and DMN activity
decreases (Raichle and Snyder, 2007) in response to cognitively demanding mental activity.
Similarly, the positive correlation between theta and the cinguloopercular network is
consistent with its task-positive role (Dosenbach et al., 2007; Dosenbach et al., 2006;
Seeley et al., 2007) .
ATN. EO beta1 was negatively correlated in broad occipital and parieto- frontal
cortices. The bilateral fronto-parietal pattern, as has been described before (Laufs et al.,
2006; Laufs et al., 2003), comprises regions engaged in task processing (Corbetta and
Shulman, 2002) and closely matches the ATN found in resting state data (Fox et al.,
2005).
TCN. EC alpha oscillations were positively correlated in the thalamus and negatively
16
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correlated in occipital, parietal and temporal cortex. This replicates the hallmark finding
of EEG–fMRI correlations (de Munck et al., 2007; Difrancesco et al., 2008; Feige et al.,
2005; Goldman et al., 2002; Goncalves et al., 2006; Lu¨chinger et al., 2011; Moosmann et al.,
2003; Tyvaert et al., 2008) and EEG–PET studies (Sadato et al., 1998; Schreckenberger et
al., 2004). This finding corroborates the long standing concept that alpha synchronization
reflects an idling state of thalamocortical arousal regulation characterized by cortical
down regulation in sensory areas (for review e.g.: Feige et al., 2005). The pattern
extended to beta1 and beta2 bands as found before (de Munck et al., 2009; Moosmann
et al., 2003). The thalamocortical coupling pattern reported here was not evoked by
short-term (e.g. 20 s) alpha reactivity (“Berger effect”), but rather characterizes a more
persistent resting state maintenance of 2.5 min.
EO and EC conditions yielded different EEG–BOLD coupling patterns. This suggests
that the conditions affect brain function more profoundly than one could expect from the
simple blocking of visual input. However, the coupling differences are in line with EEG
(Barry et al., 2007; Berger, 1929 ) and fMRI literature (Bianciardi et al., 2009; Marx et
al., 2004; Marx et al., 2003; Yang et al., 2007) reporting EO/EC condition differences.
With the increasing interest in resting state brain function, differences between EO
and EC have likewise garnered interest, and they also relate to the debate about an
optimal ‘baseline’ (Raichle et al., 2001). The parallel analysis of six major frequency
bands ranging from 1 to 30 Hz proofed to be the most important factor influencing the
EEG–BOLD correlations. The main effect of frequency was massive and demonstrated
that there is substantial variation among frequency bands in spite of the fact that there
are moderate inter-frequency dependencies as well. This partly contradicts theoretical
models of EEG–fMRI fusion which assume less frequency- and condition-specific transfer
functions (Kilner et al., 2005; Rosa et al., 2010).
The band-wise coupling analyses revealed several, at least partly, distinct networks
which were both frequency dependent, and varied with arousal states (eyes open versus
eyes closed). However, a simple functional interpretation in terms of distinct oscillation
speeds of these networks may not be warranted, since we did not examine coupling
specifically for the classical fMRI-defined RSN. In addition, coupling with a given
frequency does not imply that the network acts as an EEG generator with the given
frequency, and the coupling pattern may not converge with the distribution identified by
electromagnetic source localization.
Former studies typically used oscillatory activity from a focal component in terms of a
subset of electrodes. The robust correlations yielded by GSP suggest that fundamental
couplings to DMN, ATN and TCN arise from diffuse rhythms rather than focal compo-
nents. The previous results for the adult and adolescent groups were replicated using
only the first half of the data to equate to the shorter recording duration in children.
Such high reliability of the resting EEG–fMRI coupling patterns extends similar findings
for separate resting EEG (Buckelmuller et al., 2006; Napflin et al., 2008) and fMRI (Van
Dijk et al., 2010) markers.
Common model analysis. Partial correlations were much less frequently reported in
the literature (de Munck et al., 2009; Tyvaert et al., 2008), yet explain the portion of
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correlation that is unique to a specific frequency band. Accordingly, DMN correlation is
specific to theta power rather than to delta power. ATN correlation is more specific to
beta1 than to the neighboring bands and the thalamocortical pattern was specific to all
three upper frequency bands alpha2, beta1 and beta2. EC theta manifested a coupling
very similar to the thalamocortical pattern, yet with opposite correlation signs. This was
not evident in the main analysis. Therefore we interpret these results as mainly model
driven effects. The frequency fluctuation changes as non-orthogonal regressors enter
the model (Andrade et al., 1999), in this case leaving their fingerprints in concurrent
frequency bands.
Maturation of EEG–BOLD coupling patterns
Maturational EEG power attenuation was characterized dominantly by lower frequencies
in both conditions and followed a continuous trajectory. We hypothesized that a corre-
sponding substrate of this general power reduction needs to be identifiable in an analog
pattern across age, condition and frequency. In contrast, inconsistent effects limited to
single factor levels hardly explain the power reduction comprehensively. Despite the fact
that the EEG signal at the scalp can be generated in many ways, we further hypothesized
that the global vanishing of amplitudes is likely related to profound mechanisms, possibly
localized in broad areas across the whole cortex, a large-scale network whose activity
affects widespread areas across the brain, or a functionally central region projecting to
large portions of the cortex. In contrast, few, small and less centrally integrated regions
seem rather implausible.
The EEG–BOLD signal coupling did not change profoundly with maturation as revealed
by the ANOVA main effect of age. Although the coupling differed significantly in the right
visual cortex, this focal, peripheral cluster did not match our scheme to possibly account
for global EEG change. The group differences in EEG–BOLD coupling (Fig. 2.3B)
revealed no consistent pattern of changes. The few significant differences were neither
focused on low frequencies nor did they reoccur between the groups contrasts, which
would indicate a continuous maturational track similar to EEG. A consistent meaningful
pattern across group, condition and frequency was not identified at very low statistical
threshold either. This is important as the power attenuation may be very loosely related
to changing correlated activity in brain regions. The lack of a direct correspondence
between changing EEG power and retaining EEG–BOLD signal correlations means that
the fluctuations driving these correlations are largely independent from the oscillatory
magnitude in the EEG signal. The correlation measure reflects the coherence of signal time
courses independent from the scales. Therefore, the amplitudes depending on neuronal
masses are likely independent from synaptic pruning. The functional coupling reflects a
distinct aspect of neurophysiological activity that presumably matures earlier than the
neurodevelopmental process responsible for low frequency EEG attenuation. These results
are consistent with similar findings in our previous report on late maturation (Lu¨chinger
et al., 2011). EEG oscillations were coupled to RSN’s such as the DMN. The significant
EEG coupling to these RSNs even at the age of 8 years is plausible as RSN’s were found
to be established already at the age of 7 - 9 years (Fair et al., 2009; Fair et al., 2007;
20
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Supekar et al., 2009). Our results thus suggest that EEG oscillations of a given frequency
keep the same connotation between children and adults in terms of functional correlate to
BOLD signal activity, and that most frequency specific BOLD topographies are conserved
across development despite changes in EEG frequency composition.
Although we did not find a ‘direct’ correspondence, we identified robust age-related
differences in the thalamocortical coupling pattern. This key feature of EEG–BOLD
coupling differed between children and adolescents as well as children and adults signifi-
cantly in terms of less negative cortical and less positive thalamic correlations. Children
did not indicate a coupling of EEG fluctuation to thalamic activity at all (Fig. 2.3A),
even at very low statistical threshold. The thalamocortical pattern associated with EC
alpha2, beta1 and beta2 matures between the ages of 10 to 16 years. This suggests
that the depicted oscillations have a different connotation in children than in adoles-
cents or adults, as their functional coupling to BOLD signal activity is significantly
different.
Although this EEG–BOLD coupling maturation was limited to EC higher frequencies,
it is tempting to speculate about an ‘indirect’ relation to the dominantly low frequency
power decrease, due to the fundamental role of the thalamus and thalamocortical circuitry
for brain state regulation and the generation of scalp electric oscillations. The higher
frequency EC correlation to thalamocortical BOLD signal does not imply that the
thalamus and thalamocoritcal interaction itself oscillates in this particular frequency
range only during EC. Thalamic and thalamocortcial state regulation feature other
frequency ranges and are well known to be related to low frequency scalp activity
(Brandeis et al., 2009). EEG maturation therefore may be related to thalamic and
thalamocortical activity as well. The higher frequency EC EEG–BOLD coupling may
reflect only a distinct aspect and small portion of thalamocortical activity limited to
state- and frequency-dependent scalp activity. Nevertheless, it yielded the functional
maturation in these structures with converging evidence from normalized BOLD power,
thus indicating state-independent thalamic maturation (see below). Hence we propose
that EEG power decrease may be ‘indirectly’ related to higher frequency EC EEG–
BOLD coupling changes as they could emerge from the same neuronal substrate (the
maturational changes in thalamocortical activity). However, (low frequency) EEG power
decrease and thalamocortical changes may also be independent phenomena of brain
maturation.
This proposal would link brain maturation with other brain states based on the
converging feature of low frequency excess, for which the thalamus and thalamocortical
circuits are well-established neuronal substrates. Such states are low arousal states like
sleep (Steriade et al., 1993; Tsai et al., 2010) or anesthesia (John et al., 2001), and
neuropathology (Llinas et al., 1999; Michels et al., 2011a; Michels et al., 2011b; Sarnthein
et al., 2003). Low arousal states and neuropathologic conditions can be seen as states of
lower brain functioning. Our results suggest that brain immaturity resembles features of
lower brain functioning as well. The result is also in line with findings that some EEG
and fMRI markers implicate a maturational lag in neurodevelopmental disorders such as
Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (Doehnert et al., 2010; Fair et al., 2010), but
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by no means implies that normal immaturity in childhood represents a pathological or
under-aroused state.
The EEG–BOLD coupling results might be partly influenced by age-related confounds
in physiological noise, such as breathing (which we did not record) or blood-pulse
artifact. In developmental EEG and fMRI studies breathing is rarely accounted for. In
simultaneous EEG–fMRI the main physiological confound comes from motion-related
blood-pulse artifact due to magnetic field strength (Debener et al., 2008). The procedure
for blood-pulse artifact reduction was standardized and carefully applied to all groups in
the same way. Younger participants tend to have a higher pulse rate, but the performance
of the average artifact subtraction is not influenced by the pulse rate. The same BCG
artifact ICA components were rejected between the groups as the topography as well as
the frequency pattern does not change across age groups. In addition, the number of
excluded ICA components which contained residual EEG artifacts did not differ between
children and adolescents. Since the major developmental effects on EEG and EEG–BOLD
coupling were observed between these two groups, a contribution of differences in EEG
quality is thus unlikely. Based on the EEG results shown in Figure 1A and B we conclude
that the pulse artifact reduction was well achieved. Some remaining BCG artifact can be
seen in the group mean topography but the group differences do not indicate a systematic
bias with age.
We describe group differences in EEG–BOLD coupling state dependent in higher (>
10 Hz). The BCG artifact is strongest between 0 and 4 Hz. Group differences caused
by confounding BCG artifact would (i) produce group differences in lower frequencies
and (ii) affect both resting states similarly, as the age related pulse differences are state-
independent. Importantly, the coupling pattern in low frequencies (delta, theta) did
not differ between children and older participants. For example the components of the
DMN or the cingulo-opercular network appeared in all groups in delta/theta. It would be
difficult to explain why remaining BCG would affect the EC high frequency range but not
state independent low frequency range. Nevertheless we cannot exclude by definition that
the lacking thalamocortical coupling pattern in children could be influenced by remaining
BCG contamination. Future studies might include approaches to better account for
physiological confounds (Glover et al., 2000).
Maturation of the magnitude of spontaneous BOLD signal
fluctuations
BOLD signal power was calculated for a direct comparison to EEG power maturation
in terms of equivalent measures. The spontaneous fluctuating BOLD signal reflects the
energy demand of the brain at rest (Raichle, 2006). The BOLD signal power was averaged
within the low frequency range (0.01 - 0.08 Hz) which drives the functional connectivity
and the RSNs, and which is believed to reflect mainly neuronal activity. Our data revealed
prominent, global activity decrease in the resting BOLD signal with age (Fig. 2.5B).
Strongest in children, the BOLD signal trajectory followed a non-linear decrease very
similar to low frequency EEG power (Fig. 2.6A). To our knowledge, this finding is novel
and provides a new marker for functional brain maturation. The decrease in hemodynamic
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rest activity relates to other markers of structural and functional brain maturation that
show similar decreases during adolescence (Boord et al., 2007; Feinberg and Campbell,
2010; Feinberg et al., 1990). The hemodynamic activity fluctuation attenuation also
parallels the structural and metabolic maturation spatially, as a global phenomenon,
affecting the entire brain. Possibly, the hemodynamic power decrease is coupled with
metabolic decrease (Biagi et al., 2007; Chugani, 1998; Chugani et al., 1987; Taki et al.,
2011), and both decreases may be guided by synaptic pruning (Giedd et al., 1999; Gogtay
et al., 2004; Huttenlocher, 1979). Even if the physiological coupling between the diverse
measures is not fully understood, the pattern represents converging evidence for general
functional and structural reorganization towards higher efficiency.
The subtraction of the individual mean power level was expected to increase the
sensitivity to spatial differences at the cost of sensitivity to global amplitude reductions
with maturation. Since this normalized BOLD power was typically used in previous
studies, these results connect most directly to the literature. After this normalization the
relative BOLD activity was found to increase with age in the thalamus (Fig. 2.5C). This
demonstrated the high functional specificity of BOLD signal power measure and directly
corresponded to the maturation in the thalamocortical EEG–BOLD coupling. The
normalized thalamic BOLD power correlated to the thalamic EC alpha2-BOLD coupling
with r = 0.557 across participants in a post-hoc calculation. As noted above, this relative
activity increase in the thalamus, together with the immature thalamocortical EEG–
BOLD coupling provides converging evidence for maturational change in thalamocortical
brain state regulation during rest. The thalamic and thalamocortical functions associated
with abilities to transiently disconnect from environmental input, regulate sensory or
motor distraction, and the maintenance of prolonged mental focus characterize human
behavioral maturation.
Conventional fMRI studies report both increases as well as decreases in local BOLD
activity as maturational correlate of cognitive functions (Blakemore and Choudhury,
2006), depending on the specific task, brain region and developmental phase. However
interpretations of maturational BOLD signal chances are hampered by confounding
factors such as cognitive effort, experience and strategy (Casey et al., 2005). Although
our results need to be verified in further studies, the resting state BOLD power provides
an absolute quantity of functional brain maturation and is less ambiguous in terms of
behavioral confounds. Although the BOLD signal power was analyzed in the spectral
range thought to reflect neuronal activity (< 0.1 Hz), physiological confounds such as
respiration and blood pulse in the higher frequency range (> 0.1 Hz) can affect lower
frequency ranges by aliasing (Birn et al., 2008). The spatial patterns of both absolute and
normalized BOLD signal power maturation were different from those typically yielded by
physiological artifacts.
We hypothesize that these BOLD power decreases with age are related to the gray
matter volume decreases, similar to the maturational decreases of slow EEG activity
(Whitford et al., 2007) which remain correlated with gray matter reductions even after
correcting for whole-brain volume (Buchmann et al., 2011). Therefore, we interpret our
results as mainly driven by neuronal maturation, although this needs to be confirmed in
23
further studies.
Conclusion
This study demonstrates that global EEG low frequency power decrease from childhood
to adulthood (8.8 - 31.3 years) is paralleled by global BOLD signal power decrease, while
temporal functional coupling remains largely unchanged. The novel finding of global
BOLD signal power decrease is consistent with global decreases in structural and metabolic
markers, indicating profound neuronal reorganization during adolescence. Moreover,
thalamic and thalamocortical maturation was implicated by EEG–fMRI coupling and
normalized BOLD power.
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Supplementary Table S1. Table of anatomic labels corresponding to ANOVA results (Fig. 2.2). Anatomic label
corresponds to the peak voxel of the cluster. Maximally 3 peak voxels of a cluster are listed.
Cluste size Peak F-value MNI-coordinate (x, y, z) Region (Brodmann Area)
Group
90 10.5 (15, -84, 15) r Cuneus (18)
Condition
96 37.25 (-27, -9, -21) l Amygdala
2628 31.96 (27, -12, 75) r Superior Frontal G. (6)
28.71 (12, -24, 81) No lable
27.13 (24, -24, 78) r Precentral G. (6)
193 28.6 (24, -15, -24) r Parahippocampal G. (28)
78 24.1 (15, -69, 39) r Precuneus (7)
203 23.59 (-15, -45, -3) l Lingual G. (19)
42 18.97 (-36, 54, 18) l Superior Frontal G. (10)
128 18.7 (12, -51, -3) r Culmen
15.13 (12, -39, -6) r Culmen
224 17.23 (39, -21, 15) r Insula (13)
16.9 (63, -18, 6) r Superior Temporal G. (22)
16.32 (39, -6, 12) r Insula (13)
59 16.77 (0, -21, 24) l Cingulate G. (23)
14.95 (3, -33, 18) r Posterior Cingulate (23)
27 15.34 (33, 51, 33) r Superior Frontal G. (9)
Frequency
29118 17.05 (18, -84, 3) r Cuneus (17)
17.01 (-21, -30, 69) l Precentral G. (4)
16.44 (9, 6, 48) r Medial Frontal G. (32)
51 7.32 (24, -9, -27) r Parahippocampal G. (35)
37 5.31 (-33, 57, 6) l Middle Frontal G. (10)
Group x Frequency
29 3.92 (57, -60, 6) r Middle Temporal G. (39)
26 3.32 (-15, -66, 3) l Lingual G. (19)
Condition x Frequency
2453 9.23 (9, -30, 69) r Medial Frontal G. (6)
8.08 (-9, -21, 75) l Superior Frontal G. (6)
7.64 (-3, -27, 69) l Medial Frontal G. (6)
86 8.16 (33, 18, 6) r Claustrum
163 8.13 (33, 45, 36) r Superior Frontal G. (9)
5.21 (39, 51, 24) r Middle Frontal G. (10)
138 6.96 (15, -6, 9) r Thalamus
5.02 (-12, -9, 9) l Thalamus
4.53 (0, -18, 6) l Thalamus
685 6.68 (9, -78, 24) r Cuneus (18)
6.42 (-6, -99, 3) l Cuneus (18)
6.32 (18, -78, 30) r Cuneus (7)
69 6.63 (0, 60, 30) l Superior Frontal G. (9)
94 6.44 (60, -36, 42) r Inferior Parietal L. (40)
5.47 (57, -39, 54) r Postcentral G. (40)
138 6.42 (-66, -33, 6) l Superior Temporal G. (22)
5.9 (-54, -39, 12) l Superior Temporal G. (22)
101 5.94 (-51, 6, 3) l Superior Temporal G. (22)
5.72 (-33, 15, 6) l Claustrum
table continues on next page
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Cluste size Peak F-value MNI-coordinate (x, y, z) Region (Brodmann Area)
77 5.86 (-33, 42, 18) l Middle Frontal G. (10)
5.8 (-33, 48, 36) l Superior Frontal G. (9)
98 5.86 (6, 18, 36) r Cingulate G. (32)
5.71 (6, 15, 45) r Cingulate G. (32)
45 5.8 (12, -27, 39) r Cingulate G. (31)
113 5.65 (66, -24, -3) r Superior Temporal G. (21)
5.23 (48, -27, 0) r Superior Temporal G. (22)
5.19 (63, -12, -6) r Superior Temporal G. (21)
294 5.56 (-6, -51, 3) l Posterior Cingulate (29)
5.37 (-6, -48, 24) l Posterior Cingulate (23)
5.18 (18, -48, -6) r Lingual G. (19)
99 5.53 (-18, -81, 30) l Cuneus (7)
4.57 (-24, -84, 15) l Cuneus (18)
4.5 (-21, -75, 21) l Precuneus (31)
98 5.22 (-48, -63, 33) l Angular G. (39)
5.1 (-48, -54, 21) l Supramarginal G. (40)
Group x Condition x Frequency
28 3.57 (6, 57, -9) r Medial Frontal G. (10)
3.35 (6, 60, 3) r Medial Frontal G.
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Supplementary Table S2. Table of anatomic labels corresponding to group differences of EEG-BOLD coupling
(Fig. 2.3B). The table is ordered by group difference, condition, frequency and contrast direction. Anatomic label
corresponds to the peak voxel of the cluster. Maximally 3 peak voxels of a cluster are listed.
Cluste size Peak T-value MNI-coordinate (x, y, z) Region (Brodmann Area)
Children <> Adults
Children < Adults EO Theta
49 3.7 (-6, -84, 21) l Cuneus (18)
Children > Adults EO Theta
30 3.75 (45, 30, 45) r Middle Frontal G. (8)
Children > Adults EO Beta2
102 4.11 (-60, -54, 33) l Supramarginal G. (40)
Children < Adults EC Alpha2
31 3.55 (-6, -9, 3) l Thalamus
Children > Adults EC Alpha2
85 3.91 (-42, -12, 36) l Precentral G. (6)
3.81 (-51, -12, 39) l Precentral G. (6)
114 3.82 (54, -9, 54) r Precentral G. (6)
3.81 (48, -9, 45) r Precentral G. (6)
3.29 (63, -3, 30) r Precentral G. (6)
170 3.65 (-15, -66, 3) l Lingual G. (19)
3.65 (-21, -87, -3) l Lingual G. (17)
3.34 (-18, -87, 9) l Cuneus (17)
Children < Adults EC Beta1
107 4.36 (21, 15, 63) r Superior Frontal G. (6)
57 3.98 (-15, 12, 57) l Superior Frontal G. (6)
3.68 (-21, 3, 54) l Medial Frontal G. (6)
3.16 (-30, 9, 60) l Middle Frontal G. (6)
118 3.84 (9, -3, 3) r Thalamus
3.71 (-9, -6, 0) l Thalamus
3.69 (-12, 0, 9) l Caudate Body
27 3.38 (-21, 9, -12) l Lentiform Nucleus
3.24 (-24, 6, -3) l Lentiform Nucleus
Children > Adults EC Beta1
43 3.79 (-42, -12, 33) l Precentral G. (6)
Children > Adults EC Beta2
50 4.08 (-57, -54, 45) l Inferior Parietal L. (40)
3.96 (-51, -57, 51) l Inferior Parietal L. (40)
27 3.75 (48, 36, -12) r Inferior Frontal G. (47)
3.42 (51, 39, 0) r Inferior Frontal G. (46)
27 3.51 (6, 36, 39) r Medial Frontal G. (6)
Children <> Adolescents
Children < Adolescents EO Alpha2
30 3.91 (-3, -45, 15) l Posterior Cingulate (29)
Children > Adolescents EO Beta1
table continues on next page
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Cluste size Peak T-value MNI-coordinate (x, y, z) Region (Brodmann Area)
40 3.46 (-6, -84, -9) l Lingual G. (18)
3.36 (-18, -90, -6) l Lingual G. (17)
Children > Adolescents EO Beta2
60 3.9 (12, -84, -9) r Lingual G. (18)
107 3.67 (-18, -90, -6) l Lingual G. (17)
3.63 (-30, -93, 0) l Middle Occipital G. (18)
3.39 (-15, -99, 15) l Cuneus (18)
Children > Adolescents EC Alpha1
101 4.22 (-45, -42, 12) l Superior Temporal G. (41)
3.37 (-48, -60, 9) l Middle Temporal G. (39)
Children > Adolescents EC Alpha2
1652 4.84 (-27, -93, -6) l Inferior Occipital G. (18)
4.74 (27, -93, 0) r Middle Occipital G. (18)
4.29 (24, -60, -3) r Lingual G. (19)
565 4.69 (6, -27, 60) r Medial Frontal G. (6)
4.17 (-12, -33, 66) l Precentral G. (4)
3.91 (12, -33, 75) r Precentral G. (4)
390 4.62 (-12, -51, -6) l Culmen
3.68 (-15, -69, -12) l Lingual G. (18)
230 4.29 (-66, -30, 3) l Superior Temporal G. (22)
4.15 (-57, -39, 9) l Superior Temporal G. (22)
3.58 (-60, -9, -12) l Middle Temporal G. (21)
224 4.19 (60, -18, -9) r Middle Temporal G. (21)
4.17 (51, -24, -9) r Superior Temporal G. (21)
3.73 (63, -6, -15) r Middle Temporal G. (21)
180 4.07 (51, -9, 39) r Precentral G. (6)
3.8 (63, -6, 36) r Precentral G. (6)
3.71 (33, -15, 45) r Middle Frontal G. (6)
89 3.9 (-54, -12, 36) l Precentral G. (6)
3.35 (-39, -21, 36) l Precentral G. (4)
31 3.5 (-45, -60, 9) l Middle Temporal G. (39)
3.35 (-51, -66, 15) l Middle Temporal G. (19)
Children < Adolescents EC Beta1
41 3.72 (0, -6, 0) l Thalamus
3.5 (0, -18, 3) l Thalamus
3.24 (-9, -12, 12) l Thalamus
Children > Adolescents EC Beta1
737 4.56 (15, -84, 18) r Cuneus (18)
4.11 (27, -60, -3) r Lingual G. (19)
3.71 (18, -63, -15) r Culmen
153 3.86 (-39, -21, 36) l Precentral G. (4)
3.79 (-54, -6, 21) l Precentral G. (4)
3.27 (-48, -21, 48) l Postcentral G. (3)
108 3.83 (63, -6, 33) r Precentral G. (6)
3.76 (51, -12, 36) r Precentral G. (6)
106 3.63 (-18, -54, -9) l Parahippocampal G. (19)
3.62 (-18, -66, -12) l Lingual G. (19)
59 3.61 (51, -27, -12) r Middle Temporal G. (21)
3.57 (60, -27, -9) r Middle Temporal G. (21)
3.17 (60, -15, -12) r Middle Temporal G. (21)
36 3.55 (45, -36, 3) r Superior Temporal G. (41)
3.47 (48, -42, 15) r Insula (13)
table continues on next page
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Cluste size Peak T-value MNI-coordinate (x, y, z) Region (Brodmann Area)
27 3.44 (-18, -66, 9) l Posterior Cingulate (30)
3.15 (-12, -72, 15) l Cuneus (18)
Children < Adolescents EC Beta2
84 4.12 (0, -3, 3) l Thalamus
3.63 (6, -30, 3) r Thalamus
3.59 (-3, -30, 6) l Thalamus
Children > Adolescents EC Beta2
193 4.64 (-57, -6, 21) l Precentral G. (4)
3.89 (-60, -9, 33) l Precentral G. (6)
3.73 (-39, -18, 36) l Precentral G. (6)
1422 4.61 (-12, -48, -6) l Culmen
4.6 (24, -60, -3) r Lingual G. (19)
4.51 (12, -84, 15) r Cuneus (18)
47 4.55 (45, -9, 63) r Precentral G. (6)
3.71 (33, -15, 72) r Precentral G. (6)
583 4.43 (66, -15, 18) r Postcentral G. (43)
4.42 (51, 0, 18) r Inferior Frontal G. (44)
3.92 (54, -12, 21) r Postcentral G. (43)
Adolescents <> Adults
Adolescents < Adults EO Delta
32 3.86 (-45, 9, 54) l Middle Frontal G. (6)
68 3.82 (-6, 63, 15) l Medial Frontal G. (10)
3.8 (-6, 63, 27) l Superior Frontal G. (10)
46 3.69 (-42, -63, 48) l Superior Parietal L. (7)
Adolescents > Adults EO Alpha1
50 4.12 (42, -54, 45) r Inferior Parietal L. (40)
3.76 (39, -63, 60) r Superior Parietal L. (7)
Adolescents < AdultsEO Beta1
60 4.05 (21, -81, 12) r Cuneus (17)
147 4.01 (15, -87, -9) r Lingual G. (18)
3.58 (33, -87, -9) r Inferior Occipital G. (18)
3.55 (33, -78, -15) r Fusiform G. (19)
265 3.95 (-24, -93, 6) l Middle Occipital G. (18)
3.83 (-6, -84, -9) l Lingual G. (18)
3.82 (-18, -99, 12) l Middle Occipital G. (18)
67 3.88 (27, -48, 72) r Postcentral G. (5)
3.75 (15, -42, 78) No lable
29 3.7 (-24, -45, 75) l Postcentral G. (5)
3.57 (-30, -39, 63) l Postcentral G. (3)
Adolescents < Adults EC Alpha2
29 3.83 (-12, -42, -6) l Culmen
Adolescents < Adults EC Beta1
27 3.49 (9, -42, 60) r Paracentral L. (5)
Adolescents < Adults EC Beta2
53 3.86 (66, -15, 12) r Transverse Temporal G. (42)
53 3.44 (3, -93, 15) r Cuneus (18)
table continues on next page
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Cluste size Peak T-value MNI-coordinate (x, y, z) Region (Brodmann Area)
3.37 (9, -87, 15) r Cuneus (18)
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Supplementary Table S3. Table of anatomic labels corresponding to maturation-independent EEG-BOLD sig-
nal correlations (Fig. 2.4A and B). Table is ordered by condition, frequency and correlation sign. Anatomic label
corresponds to the peak voxel of the cluster. Maximally 3 peak voxels of a cluster are listed.
Cluste size Peak T-value MNI-coordinate (x, y, z) Region (Brodmann Area)
EO Delta positive
471 4.76 (9, 6, 48) r Medial Frontal G. (32)
4.71 (3, 21, 30) r Anterior Cingulate (24)
65 4.54 (0, -63, -15) l Culmen
3.81 (9, -57, -18) r Declive
44 3.9 (39, 9, 12) r Insula (13)
3.23 (57, 3, 6) r Superior Temporal G. (22)
26 3.61 (-54, -6, 15) l Precentral G. (4)
3.25 (-57, 0, 9) l Precentral G. (6)
25 3.47 (51, -33, 24) r Inferior Parietal L. (40)
EO Delta negative
129 5.83 (-48, 42, -6) l Inferior Frontal G. (47)
563 5.11 (-45, -51, 42) l Inferior Parietal L. (40)
4.15 (-24, -78, 48) l Superior Parietal L. (7)
3.79 (-30, -84, 36) l Precuneus (19)
788 4.98 (27, -78, 54) r Precuneus (7)
4.95 (45, -57, 36) r Inferior Parietal L. (40)
4.21 (30, -84, 45) r Precuneus (19)
415 4.56 (24, 24, 60) r Superior Frontal G. (6)
4.39 (48, 33, 21) r Middle Frontal G. (46)
4.34 (51, 24, 33) r Middle Frontal G. (9)
139 4.32 (39, 42, -9) r Middle Frontal G. (47)
4.19 (48, 48, -3) r Inferior Frontal G. (10)
3.91 (42, 54, 0) r Middle Frontal G. (10)
274 4.08 (-18, 27, 57) l Superior Frontal G. (6)
4.08 (-51, 24, 27) l Middle Frontal G. (46)
4.06 (-48, 15, 48) l Middle Frontal G. (8)
EO Theta positive
213 6.56 (-3, -63, -15) l Culmen
6.45 (6, -63, -15) r Culmen
5378 6.09 (-36, -12, 24) l Insula (13)
5.96 (-54, -6, 15) l Precentral G. (4)
5.75 (12, 9, 45) r Cingulate G. (32)
195 4.23 (18, -27, 81) No lable
4.01 (27, -21, 75) r Precentral G. (6)
3.92 (21, -15, 78) r Superior Frontal G. (6)
49 4.08 (-24, -9, -18) l Amygdala
139 4.04 (39, -54, 0) r Temporal Lobe Sub-Gyral
3.96 (36, -63, 3) r Occipital Lobe Sub-Gyral
3.8 (36, -36, -3) r Caudate Tail
EO Theat negative
2298 7.01 (-51, -60, 36) l Supramarginal G. (40)
6.2 (-3, -33, 39) l Cingulate G. (31)
5.98 (-42, -63, 54) l Superior Parietal L. (7)
1639 5.68 (-45, 18, 48) l Middle Frontal G. (8)
5.59 (-24, 24, 60) l Superior Frontal G. (8)
5.41 (-30, 21, 54) l Superior Frontal G. (8)
34 3.97 (48, 39, -9) r Middle Frontal G. (47)
EO Alpha1 positive
table continues on next page
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Cluste size Peak T-value MNI-coordinate (x, y, z) Region (Brodmann Area)
45 5.13 (-27, -9, -21) l Amygdala
61 4.49 (24, -12, -21) r Parahippocampal G. (28)
EO Alpha1 negative
2198 6.59 (-12, -81, 51) l Precuneus (7)
6.31 (15, -75, 48) r Precuneus (7)
5.92 (9, -69, 63) r Precuneus (7)
101 5.5 (-60, -42, 36) l Inferior Parietal L. (40)
309 4.57 (-39, 24, 0) l Inferior Frontal G. (47)
4.23 (-39, 45, 12) l Middle Frontal G. (10)
3.33 (-45, 9, 9) l Precentral G. (44)
189 4.43 (9, -33, 45) r Paracentral L. (31)
3.56 (6, -36, 21) r Posterior Cingulate (23)
3.5 (-6, -33, 42) l Cingulate G. (31)
247 4.35 (9, -87, 6) r Cuneus (17)
4.17 (18, -75, -12) r Lingual G. (18)
3.82 (-6, -96, 0) l Cuneus (17)
36 3.79 (-48, 30, 33) l Middle Frontal G. (9)
3.33 (-33, 48, 36) l Superior Frontal G. (9)
72 3.71 (51, 42, 9) r Inferior Frontal G. (46)
3.65 (45, 51, -3) r Middle Frontal G. (10)
45 3.66 (48, 15, 9) r Precentral G. (44)
3.25 (33, 18, 6) r Claustrum
63 3.64 (-57, -60, 3) l Middle Temporal G. (21)
3.63 (-48, -69, -6) l Inferior Temporal G. (37)
28 3.6 (-33, -51, 48) l Superior Parietal L. (7)
EO Alpha2 negative
3404 7.18 (12, -78, 48) r Precuneus (7)
6.09 (-9, -81, 51) l Precuneus (7)
5.98 (27, -87, 30) r Cuneus (19)
902 6.17 (33, 48, 36) r Superior Frontal G. (9)
5.64 (39, 54, 24) r Middle Frontal G. (10)
5.14 (30, 21, 6) r Claustrum
442 5.73 (57, -39, 42) r Inferior Parietal L. (40)
5.04 (51, -42, 60) r Inferior Parietal L. (40)
413 5.36 (-33, 48, 36) l Superior Frontal G. (9)
5.36 (-36, 51, 21) l Middle Frontal G. (10)
3.68 (-51, 24, 36) l Middle Frontal G. (9)
183 5.09 (45, 6, 51) r Middle Frontal G. (6)
250 5.08 (12, -33, 45) r Cingulate G. (31)
3.72 (-6, -18, 33) l Cingulate G. (23)
294 4.64 (-42, 12, 12) l Insula (13)
4.43 (-33, 18, 3) l Claustrum
3.79 (-30, 27, 6) l Inferior Frontal G. (45)
75 4.31 (-63, -42, 30) l Inferior Parietal L. (40)
4.27 (-54, -39, 45) l Inferior Parietal L. (40)
133 4.06 (6, 18, 51) r Medial Frontal G. (8)
4.04 (6, 18, 33) r Cingulate G. (24)
EO Beat1 negative
8742 8.46 (-21, -75, 45) l Precuneus (7)
7.92 (30, -72, 36) r Precuneus (19)
7.86 (30, -60, 51) r Superior Parietal L. (7)
2317 7.76 (-51, 18, 36) l Middle Frontal G. (9)
6.1 (-45, 45, 0) l Inferior Frontal G. (10)
5.84 (-30, 6, 54) l Middle Frontal G. (6)
table continues on next page
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Cluste size Peak T-value MNI-coordinate (x, y, z) Region (Brodmann Area)
1858 6.3 (30, 12, 63) r Middle Frontal G. (6)
5.9 (51, 39, 18) r Middle Frontal G. (46)
5.79 (51, 21, 36) r Middle Frontal G. (9)
25 3.95 (18, -30, 0) r Thalamus
EO Beat2 negative
455 5.49 (-15, -69, 39) l Precuneus (7)
3.6 (-30, -78, 27) l Superior Occipital G. (39)
3.43 (-30, -90, 21) l Cuneus (19)
930 5.24 (15, -72, 45) r Precuneus (7)
4.64 (33, -84, 21) r Middle Occipital G. (19)
4.56 (30, -63, 36) r Angular G. (39)
203 4.25 (6, -87, 3) r Cuneus (17)
3.39 (12, -102, 9) r Cuneus (18)
323 4.21 (6, -36, 24) r Posterior Cingulate (23)
4.12 (-6, -27, 27) l Cingulate G. (23)
3.9 (9, -24, 27) r Cingulate G. (23)
52 3.85 (-45, 33, 36) l Middle Frontal G. (9)
3.25 (-51, 18, 36) l Middle Frontal G. (9)
48 3.59 (-33, -51, 45) l Inferior Parietal L. (40)
EC Delta positive
395 5.25 (3, 18, 33) r Cingulate G. (32)
4.78 (9, 6, 39) r Cingulate G. (24)
4.24 (-18, 12, 27) l Caudate Body
212 4.71 (0, 0, 0) r Anterior Cingulate (25)
3.56 (12, -6, 9) r Thalamus
3.45 (-6, -9, 15) l Thalamus
43 4.25 (-36, 9, 9) l Insula (13)
66 3.97 (33, 12, 6) r Claustrum
3.3 (27, 30, 9) r Insula (45)
35 3.83 (6, -27, -18) r Midbrain
3.37 (-3, -27, -21) l Midbrain
40 3.82 (-21, 42, -6) l Anterior Cingulate (32)
3.27 (-24, 30, 9) l Claustrum
EC Delta negative
74 3.83 (42, -33, 42) r Inferior Parietal L. (40)
3.13 (51, -21, 45) r Postcentral G. (3)
45 3.74 (36, -48, 66) r Postcentral G. (5)
3.67 (30, -54, 69) r Superior Parietal L. (7)
81 3.68 (-30, -36, 45) l Postcentral G. (3)
3.47 (-39, -39, 54) l Inferior Parietal L. (40)
3.23 (-36, -30, 39) l Postcentral G. (2)
56 3.67 (6, -27, 63) r Medial Frontal G. (6)
3.52 (9, -24, 75) r Medial Frontal G. (6)
EC Theta positive
3621 5.73 (-21, -27, 66) l Precentral G. (4)
5.72 (21, -24, 63) r Precentral G. (4)
5.46 (-33, -21, 72) l Precentral G. (6)
87 4.39 (24, -99, 3) r Middle Occipital G. (18)
3.51 (21, -99, 18) r Cuneus (19)
61 4.32 (-30, -72, 9) l Posterior Cingulate (30)
77 4.29 (15, -57, -18) r Declive
3.77 (6, -66, -12) r Culmen
3.49 (-3, -66, -12) l Culmen of Vermis
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Cluste size Peak T-value MNI-coordinate (x, y, z) Region (Brodmann Area)
112 4.25 (-21, 24, 18) l Caudate Body
3.81 (-21, 33, 6) l Frontal Lobe Sub-Gyral
3.79 (-24, 39, -3) l Middle Frontal G. (11)
139 3.91 (-12, -99, 24) l Cuneus (19)
3.65 (-15, -99, 12) l Middle Occipital G. (18)
39 3.78 (33, -72, 9) r Temporal Lobe Sub-Gyral
EC Theat negative
118 4.47 (45, 18, 42) r Precentral G. (9)
258 4.46 (-51, -51, 45) l Inferior Parietal L. (40)
4.29 (-39, -60, 60) l Superior Parietal L. (7)
3.86 (-27, -81, 48) l Superior Parietal L. (7)
276 4.33 (12, 30, 63) r Superior Frontal G. (6)
4.2 (24, 24, 57) r Superior Frontal G. (8)
3.91 (0, 33, 45) l Medial Frontal G. (8)
112 4.21 (-45, 18, 45) l Middle Frontal G. (8)
3.81 (-27, 24, 57) l Superior Frontal G. (8)
25 4.1 (-60, -57, -6) l Inferior Temporal G. (37)
3.39 (-60, -45, -9) l Middle Temporal G. (21)
68 3.77 (54, -51, 45) r Inferior Parietal L. (40)
3.59 (57, -48, 36) r Supramarginal G. (40)
28 3.48 (39, -66, 57) r Superior Parietal L. (7)
EC Alpha1 positive
30 3.59 (-24, -39, 21) l Caudate Tail
EC Alpha1 negative
932 5.34 (-3, -72, 57) l Superior Parietal L. (7)
5.31 (-6, -54, 72) l Postcentral G. (7)
4.78 (9, -75, 57) r Superior Parietal L. (7)
103 4.83 (-42, -48, 63) l Postcentral G. (5)
83 4.01 (42, -78, 30) r Angular G. (39)
41 3.98 (15, -33, -6) r Parahippocampal G. (30)
52 3.89 (57, -54, 9) r Superior Temporal G. (22)
3.19 (63, -57, -3) r Middle Temporal G. (21)
38 3.73 (42, -45, 57) r Inferior Parietal L. (40)
34 3.64 (-48, 27, 15) l Inferior Frontal G. (46)
EC Alpha2 positive
334 6.96 (0, -6, 3) l Thalamus
EC Alpha2 negative
19832 7.23 (24, -75, 27) r Precuneus (31)
7.22 (15, -78, 21) r Cuneus (18)
6.82 (21, -45, -6) r Parahippocampal G. (19)
150 4.27 (57, 30, 12) r Inferior Frontal G. (46)
EC Beta1 positive
412 6.64 (0, -6, 3) l Thalamus
4.72 (12, -9, 12) r Thalamus
3.58 (-27, -12, 27) l Extra-Nuclear
62 4.74 (-24, -45, 24) l Cingulate G. (31)
EC Beat1 negative
23338 8.18 (-39, -42, 60) l Postcentral G. (2)
7.41 (-21, -78, 48) l Precuneus (7)
7.19 (39, -33, 42) r Inferior Parietal L. (40)
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38 3.93 (-12, 63, 9) l Medial Frontal G. (10)
28 3.88 (-33, 0, -24) l Amygdala
46 3.73 (12, 66, 15) r Medial Frontal G. (10)
EC Beta2 positive
558 6.19 (-3, -6, 0) l Thalamus
5.47 (-12, -12, 12) l Thalamus
5.45 (0, -18, 6) l Thalamus
EC Beta2 negative
17534 6.86 (6, -33, 63) r Paracentral L. (6)
6.82 (27, -12, 72) r Superior Frontal G. (6)
6.66 (21, -75, 27) r Precuneus (31)
48 4.14 (27, -12, -30) r Parahippocampal G. (35)
4.12 (24, 0, -30) r Amygdala
28 3.48 (-21, -30, -9) l Parahippocampal G. (27)
3.37 (-30, -18, -21) l Hippocampus
3.34 (-21, -21, -15) l Parahippocampal G. (35)
40
